These next questions are about cigarette smoking.

SMQ.020  {Have you/Has SP} smoked at least 100 cigarettes in {your/his/her} entire life?

YES ............................................................... 1
NO ................................................................. 2  (END OF SECTION)
REFUSED ..................................................... 7  (END OF SECTION)
DON'T KNOW .................................................. 9  (END OF SECTION)

SMQ.030  How old {were you/was SP} when {you/s/he} first started to smoke cigarettes fairly regularly?

|___|___|___|
ENTER AGE IN YEARS

NEVER SMOKED CIGARETTES
REGULARLY ........................................ 666
REFUSED .......................................... 77777
DON'T KNOW ....................................... 99999

SMQ.040  {Do you/Does SP} now smoke cigarettes . . .

every day, ...................................................... 1 (SMQ.070)
some days, or ................................................ 2 (SMQ.641)
not at all? ...................................................... 3 (SMQ.050Q/U)
REFUSED ..................................................... 7  (END OF SECTION)
DON'T KNOW .................................................. 9  (END OF SECTION)

SMQ.050  How long has it been since {you/SP} quit smoking cigarettes?

|___|___|___|
ENTER NUMBER (OF DAYS, WEEKS, MONTHS OR YEARS)

REFUSED ................................................. 77777
DON'T KNOW ............................................. 99999

ENTER UNIT

DAYS ............................................................. 1
WEEKS .......................................................... 2
MONTHS ........................................................ 3
YEARS .......................................................... 4
REFUSED ..................................................... 7
DON'T KNOW .................................................. 9
CHECK ITEM SMQ.053:
IF SMQ.050Q/U >= 1 YEAR (365 DAYS, 52 WEEKS, 12 MONTHS, OR 1 YEAR), CONTINUE.
OTHERWISE, GO TO END.

SMQ.055 How old {were you/was SP} when {you/s/he} last smoked cigarettes {fairly regularly}?

CAPI INSTRUCTION:
DISPLAY "FAIRLY REGULARLY" EXCEPT WHEN SMQ.030G/Q = 666 (NEVER SMOKED CIGARETTES REGULARLY).

|___|___|___|
ENTER AGE IN YEARS

REFUSED ...............................................  77777
DON'T KNOW .........................................  99999

SMQ.057 At that time, about how many cigarettes did {you/SP} usually smoke per day?

1 PACK EQUALS 20 CIGARETTES
IF LESS THAN 1 PER DAY, ENTER 1
IF 95 OR MORE PER DAY, ENTER 95

|___|___|___|
ENTER NUMBER OF CIGARETTES (PER DAY)

REFUSED ...............................................  7777
DON'T KNOW .........................................  9999

CHECK ITEM SMQ.060:
GO TO END.
SMQ.070  On average, how many cigarettes (do you/does SP) now smoke per day?

1 PACK EQUALS 20 CIGARETTES
IF LESS THAN 1 PER DAY, ENTER 1
IF 95 OR MORE PER DAY, ENTER 95

|_____|_____|
ENTER NUMBER OF CIGARETTES (PER DAY)

REFUSED ..................................................... 7777
DON'T KNOW ................................................. 9999

SMQ.075  For about how many years (have you/has SP) smoked this amount?

IF LESS THAN 1 YEAR, ENTER 1

|_____|
ENTER NUMBER OF YEARS

REFUSED ..................................................... 77777
DON'T KNOW ................................................. 99999

SMQ.077  How soon after (you/SP) wake(s) up (do you/does s/he) smoke? Would you say . . .

within 5 minutes,............................................ 1
from 6 to 30 minutes,..................................... 2
from more than 30 minutes to 1 hour, or....... 3
more than 1 hour? ........................................... 4
REFUSED ..................................................... 7
DON'T KNOW ................................................. 9

SMQ.641  During the past 30 days, on how many days did (you/SP) smoke cigarettes?

|_____|
ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS

REFUSED ..................................................... 7777
DON'T KNOW ................................................. 9999

CAPi INSTRUCTION:
ALLOW '0' AS AN ENTRY. IF '0' DK OR RF ENTERED, SKIP TO QUESTION SMQ.093.
SMQ.650 During the **past 30 days**, on the days that (you/SP) smoked, how many cigarettes did (you/s/he) smoke per day?

1 PACK EQUALS 20 CIGARETTES
IF LESS THAN 1 PER DAY, ENTER 1
IF 95 OR MORE PER DAY, ENTER 95

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
ENTER NUMBER OF CIGARETTES (PER DAY)

REFUSED ..................................................... 7777
DON'T KNOW .................................................. 9999

SMQ.093 May I please see the pack for the brand of cigarettes (you usually smoke/SP usually smokes).

TO OBTAIN ACCURATE PRODUCT INFORMATION, IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU SEE THE CIGARETTE PACK.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
PACK SEEN.................................................. 1
PACK NOT SEEN ......................................... 2 (SMQ.100k)
REFUSED ..................................................... 7 (SMQ.100k)

SMQ.310 ENTER THE UNIVERSAL PRODUCT CODE FROM THE CIGARETTE PACK. UPC MUST CONTAIN 8 OR 12 DIGITS.

SELECT ONE OPTION.

<p>| | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
ENTERING 8 DIGIT UPC.............................. 1
ENTERING 12 DIGIT UPC............................ 2 (SMQ.330)
UNABLE TO READ CODE-PACK DAMAGED  3 (SMQ.100k)

SMQ.320 ENTER THE 8 DIGIT UPC CODE.

<p>| | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

CAPI INSTRUCTION:

DOUBLE ENTRY IS REQUIRED. IF ENTRIES DO NOT MATCH, DISPLAY THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE:
ENTRIES DO NOT MATCH. HIGHLIGHT THE ENTRY THAT SHOULD BE CORRECTED AND PRESS 'ENTER' TO CHANGE.

**BOX 2B**

CHECK ITEM SMQ.329:
GO TO END.
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SMQ.330 ENTER THE 12 DIGIT UPC CODE.

|___|___|___|___|___|___|___|___|___|___|___|___|

CAPI INSTRUCTION:

DOUBLE ENTRY IS REQUIRED. IF ENTRIES DO NOT MATCH, DISPLAY THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE:
ENTRIES DO NOT MATCH. HIGHLIGHT THE ENTRY THAT SHOULD BE CORRECTED AND PRESS 'ENTER' TO CHANGE.

BOX 3

CHECK ITEM SMQ.096A:
IF INVALID CODE OR CODE NOT ON FILE, GO TO SMQ.099.
OTHERWISE, CONTINUE.

SMQ.098 YOU HAVE SELECTED

(DISPLAY BRAND ASSOCIATED WITH CODE)

CORRECT..................................................... 1 (END OF SECTION)
NOT CORRECT ............................................ 2 (SMQ.100k)

CAPI INSTRUCTION:
DISPLAY BRAND NAME WITH ALL QUALIFIERS – NAME, SIZE (REGULAR, KING, 100, 120),
FILTERED/NONFILTERED, MENTHOLATED/NONMENTHOLATED, OTHER QUALIFIERS (DELUXE,
HARD PACK, LIGHTS, ETC.)

SMQ.099 CODE NOT ON FILE – PRESS ‘ENTER’ TO CONTINUE

SMQ.100k What brand of cigarettes {do you/does SP} usually smoke?

CAPI INSTRUCTION:
FOLLOW THE BASIC FORMAT FOR DIETARY SUPPLEMENT LOOKUP. ONLY ALLOW INTERVIEWER
TO ENTER 1 BRAND OF CIGARETTES OR ‘NO USUAL BRAND’. ALLOW ENTRY OF DON'T KNOW
AND REFUSED.

REFER TO PRODUCT LABEL IF AVAILABLE.

ENTER BRAND NAME OF CIGARETTE.

IF NO USUAL BRAND, TYPE 'NO USUAL BRAND'.
SMQ.111 PRESS BS TO START THE LOOKUP.

SELECT PRODUCT FROM
LIST OR TYPE
'NO USUAL BRAND.'

IF PRODUCT NOT ON LIST.
PRESS BS TO
DELETE ENTRY.

TYPE "**".

PRESS ENTER TO SELECT.

CAPI INSTRUCTION:
DISPLAY CAPI CIGARETTE PRODUCT LIST. INTERVIEWER SHOULD BE ABLE TO SELECT ONE
PRODUCT NAME FROM LIST OR 'NO USUAL BRAND'. IN ADDITION, INTERVIEWER SHOULD BE
ABLE TO ACCEPT THE PRODUCT NAME AS IT WAS KEYED IN SMQ.100K BY TYPING IN "**".

BOX 4A

CHECK ITEM SMQ.112:
IF "** PRODUCT NOT ON LIST" SELECTED AT SMQ.111, CONTINUE.
OTHERWISE, GO TO END OF SECTION.

SMQ.110a ASK IF NECESSARY:

IS THE CIGARETTE PRODUCT FILTERED OR NON-FILTERED?

ENTER '1' FOR FILTERED
ENTER '0' FOR NON-FILTERED

CAPI INSTRUCTION:
'1' AND '0' SHOULD BE THE ONLY CODES ACCEPTED BY CAPI.

FILTERED ..................................................... 1
NON-FILTERED ........................................ 0

SMQ.110b ASK IF NECESSARY:

IS THE CIGARETTE PRODUCT MENTHOLATED OR NON-MENTHOLATED?

ENTER '1' FOR MENTHOLATED
ENTER '0' FOR NON-MENTHOLATED

CAPI INSTRUCTION:
'1' AND '0' SHOULD BE THE ONLY CODES ACCEPTED BY CAPI.

MENTHOLATED ........................................... 1
NON-MENTHOLATED ................................ 0
REFUSED ................................................. 7
DON'T KNOW ......................................... 9
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WHAT IS THE CIGARETTE PRODUCT SIZE?

CAPI INSTRUCTION:
THIS ITEM IS STORED IN SMQ.110f IN THE DATA BASE.

REGULARS ...................................................  1
KINGS .......................................................  2
100S ..........................................................  3
120S ..........................................................  4
REFUSED .....................................................  77
DON'T KNOW .............................................  99

WHAT ARE THE OTHER NAME BRAND QUALIFIERS FOR THE CIGARETTE PRODUCT?

CAPI INSTRUCTION:
SHOULD BE A 'CODE ALL THAT APPLY' EXCEPT IF "REF", "DK" OR "NONE" SELECTED. NO OTHER RESPONSE OPTION SHOULD BE ALLOWED. THE "OTHER SPECIFY" RESPONSE SHOULD REQUIRE A TEXT ENTRY.

DELUXE .....................................................  10
HARD PACK ................................................  11
LIGHTS .....................................................  12
MILDS .......................................................  13
SLIMS .......................................................  14
SPECIALS ..................................................  15
SUPER .......................................................  16
ULTRA LIGHTS ..........................................  17
OTHER (SPECIFY) .......................................  18

NONE .......................................................  19
REF ..........................................................  77
DK ............................................................  99